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Promoting diversity through:
Enchanting illustrations,

Intercultural bridge, 
Authentic Persian heritage

Picture books for all

Thank you, Tiny Owl. This is how to improve 
the world, to help dispel clouds of confusion and 

misunderstanding, and to bring us closer together, 
story by story, image by image, child by child.

-David Almond, The Guardian
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website: http://www.tinyowl.co.uk «Hafez, the prominent Persian poet says, ‘‘There is only 
one story of love and many narratives of the same story; 
still it is new whenever I hear it’’. It is important to see 
and hear different perspectives on universal concepts 
such as love, friendship, peace, and freedom. It gives us 
a cultural awareness of the diverse and colourful world 
that we live in. Children›s books are the best messengers 
of peace and understanding.» 

‘We’re very fortunate indeed to have the enterprising and optimistic 
Tiny Owl creating children’s picture books.’
-David Almond

‘ Tiny Owl is a brilliant new publisher to watch out for.’
- Dolphin Booksellers

‘Beauty, for all ages. Every home, school and library should have them.’
- Jackie Morris

‘Congratulations to Tiny Owl on a growing list of picture books from Iran’
- School Librarian

‘Tiny Owl has quickly acquired the reputation for beautifully produced 
picture books with distinctive content. They open the eyes to another 
culture, while emphasising the universal.’
- Ferelith Hordon, IBBY link

-Delaram Ghanimifard, Co-founder of Tiny Owl Publishing
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The people on
 the other side of the mountain 

worked hard too, but their soil was poor,
so crops grew less well. They had no sea to fish in

or jewels to mine. They grew and made just enough for
them all to eat and wear if they shared things.  Because they

lived together, they loved sharing stories too. They told the same
stories over and over again.

First book of 
Tiny Owl’s 

Intercultural 
project

 ‘I’ll take you to the bees,’ said the bear. ‘I’ll take 
their honey. And then I’ll sit under you and eat all that 
honey by myself.’

The Elephant’s Umbrella
A simple yet sophisticated tale about how generous we can be to others. 
The leopard and the bear think only of how the umbrella will make it nicer 
for them to hunt and eat, while the elephant wants to share the shelter 
the umbrella provides with his friends. Perhaps it’s useful to observe that 
the elephant’s enjoyment lies in sharing.

When the rain comes the elephant likes to put up his umbrella and invite 
his friends underneath. One day the umbrella is swept away by the wind 
and meets the leopard and the bear, who have very different idea about 
how to use the umbrella.
Will the umbrella find the elephant again?

TPS 250 x 250 mm
Extent 24pp
hardback
£12.99

ISBN: 978-1-910328-17-0
Publication date: 31 January 2017
Rights available for sale

 About the author 
Pippa Goodhart is the author of over a hundred children’s books, including 
prize- winning picture book You Choose, and the Winnie the Witch 
storybooks which she writes under the pen name of Laura Owen. She 
trained as a teacher, and worked for many years in bookselling before 
becoming a mother and a writer.
http://www.pippagoodhart.co.uk/ @pippagoodhart

 About the illustrator 
Ehsan Abdollahi has worked as 
an illustrator of children’s picture 
books as well as magazines and 
newspapers. He also makes 
animations and teaches illustrating 
in the university. He loves to create 
illustrations with watercolour. 
Ehsan says when he was working 
on this book he was living in the 
Southern part of Iran (where he 
was born), and was inspired by the 
environment, fabrics and clothes 
of the people of that region to use 
sharp colours and rich patterns in 
his illustrations.

A Bottle of Happiness
A new fable that goes full circle as it explores the value of possessions 
against values of friendship and fun.
There was once a big mountain. The people on one side were rich and 
worked only in order to get even richer. The people on the other side of 
the mountain were poor in possessions but had a wealth of stories and 
laughter.
One day a poor young boy decides to seek a new story and this leads him 
to the rich people’s market place. He would love one of the ripe pieces of 
fruit, but what can a poor boy trade?
Find out if it is possible to bottle and share joy and happiness in this 
timeless tale with a fairytale feel, exquisitely illustrated in eye-opening 
and unusual style.

TPS 250 x 250 mm
Extent 28pp
hardback
£12.99

ISBN: 978-1-910328-20-0
Publication date: 29 October 2016
Rights available for sale

After that, the market people shared their food and 
drink with Pim’s people, and nobody weighed-up 
the weight of fruit against the weight of happiness.
They just shared. The market people were amazed 
to see that Pim’s people still had lots of happiness, 
even though they had given away a bottle of it.

But, one day, a child called Pim said,
“I want to find a new story. I’m going over
the mountain to see what’s on the other side.” 

So Pim and Tiddle the dog climbed right up 
to the top of the mountain. Then they looked 
down and saw …

“Wow, look at that, Tiddle!”
said Pim.

Pim and Tiddle ran down to
the market. There was more 
there than Pim had
known even existed in
the whole world!

Also by this illustrator
ISBN: 978-1-910328-07-1

As soon as the leopard saw the umbrella, he said, ‘What a 
lovely umbrella! Will you be mine?’
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 Winner of 
Hans Christian 

Andersen 
Award for

illustrations

A story from the 
Book of kings 
Shahnameh

Rostam gathered camels and loaded them with beautifully 
embroidered clothes, with silks decorated with stars and flowers 
and stripes, and he rode across the dangerous border disguised as a 
merchant at the head of a camel train. He found the princess, who 
told him her sad story. The blue-bearded stranger seemed to take 
pity on Manije, and made her a present of a chicken to give to the 
imprisoned knight.

As she served Bijan the bird, she described the man who had 
given it to her. Hope lit up in Bijan’s heart. He knew the horned 
helmet and the beard. And as he was about to take a mouthful of 
the chicken, he caught sight of something glinting, and paused. He 
reached into the flesh. “It is Rostam’s ring!” he exclaimed. It was 
the signal that help was coming.

The King, fearing his champion was too young, 
commanded the head of his army to go with Bijan to 
keep him safe.  But when they reached the forest, General 
Gorgin took fright. He left the youth to do battle with the 

boars alone.
 Bijan was clever. It was hard to catch boars in a 

forest, where they could be lost among the trees. So 
he hid himself within sight of a waterhole, and waited. 
When the thirsty boars gathered to drink, he rushed 

upon them with ropes. He pursued them 
like a lion, and as they scattered, their tusks 
struck sparks from the rocks. But Bijan was 
tireless and swift, and soon he had tied 
them all together.

 About the author 
Ali Seidabadi has retold the story of Bijan and Manije for children. The 
story is rewritten for English audience by Nicolette Jones, children’s books 
editor at The Sunday Times.

 About the illustrator 
Marjan Vafaian has been creating elaborate 
and detailed book illustrations for 10 years. 
Very well received at home in Iran, her 
work has also won awards in international 
exhibitions. 

Bijan & Manije
The story of Bijan and Manije is one of the ancient epic stories of 
Shahnameh (Book of Kings). Ferdowsi, the 10 th century Persian poet, 
gathered the historical stories and myths of Persia in the form of poem in 
Shahnameh. The Book of Kings was traditionally the base of Pardekhani, 
a type of storytelling for the public. They illustrated the stories on large 
canvas and a narrator read the poems to the audience in coffeehouses 
and streets, showing them the corresponding illustrations.

TPS 250 x 250 mm
Extent 24pp
hardback
£12.99

ISBN: 978-1-910328-14-9
Publication date: 20 September 2016
Rights available for sale

Also by this illustrator
ISBN: 978-1-910328-03-3

hardback
ISBN: 978-1-910328-00-2
£12.99

The Little Black Fish
ISBN: 978-1-910328-19-4
Publication Date: January 2017
Rights sold: French, Italian, 
Croatian, Sweden
TPS 250 x 250 mm
Extent 48pp
paperback
£8.99

‘A book about freedom, confinement, human 
possibility.
David Almond, the Guardian

‘A lovely picture book for children of six or seven 
and older.’
Armadillo

‘About daring to be different.’
Found in Translation

The Little Black Fish
First published in 1968, The Little Black Fish was 
written and read as an allegory for a nation in 
which it was dangerous to dare to be politically 
different. The simplicity of a ‘children’s story’ 
about a fish daring to mix with other kinds 
of creatures and other ways of life, offers a 
useful case for discussion by all ages about the 
big questions at the heart of political debate. 
Meanwhile, younger children will engage with the 
more individual experience of Little Black Fish. 
This is a story which could translate into drama 
and dance, writing and artwork.

 About the author 
Samad Behrangi was one of Iran’s most influential 
authors and teachers. His tragically early death, 
rumoured to have been ordered by the Iranian 
Government, has given him a legendary status.

 About the illustrator 
Farshid Mesghali has won the highest graphic 
award in Bologna Children’s Book Fair, and the 
Honorary Diploma of Bratislava Biennial Book 
Fair. In 1974, Mesghali won The Hans Christian 
Andersen Award for Illustration.

Best Books 
of 2015, The 
Guardian

New paperback edition
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Author 
shortlisted 

for the Hans 
Christian 
Andersen 

Award

Also by this illustrator
ISBN: 978-1-910328-20-0

The Clever Mouse  
ISBN: 978-1-910328-21-7
Publication date: January 2017
Rights sold: Italian, Complex Chinese
TPS 250 x 250 mm
Extent 24pp
paperback
£7.99

hardback
ISBN: 978-1-910328-01-9
£11.99

‘A pleasant story with a down-to-earth view 
of marriage and some wonderful illustrations, 
themselves darkly earthy and appropriately 
folksy with modernist touches.’
Books for Keeps

‘A very enjoyable story with an attractive 
message about the value of kindness over 
appearances.’
Ferelith Hordon

A Bird Like Himself  
ISBN: 978-1-910328-23-1
Publication Date: April 2017
Rights sold: German,Italian,Spanish
TPS 250 x 250 mm
Extent 32pp
paperback
£7.99

hardback
ISBN: 978-1-910328-02-6
£11.99

‘Anahita Teymorian’s densely daubed illustrations 
are sheer delight.’
Jill Bennett

‘This lovely, gentle story is sure to engage any 
young child.’
Outside In World

Also by this author
ISBN: 978-1-910328-05-7

hardback
ISBN: 978-1-910328-07-1
£11.99

‘Deep, layered, beautiful.’ 
Jackie Morris, the Guardian

‘A wonderful book to talk about the transformative 
potential of the self and how art can change life.’
Guardian Witness

‘Here worlds are brought together, annihilating 
boundaries.’
IBBY Link

‘This is a picture book to savour and one that should 
be read not just by children but adults too.’ 
Outside in World

When I Coloured In The World  
ISBN: 978-1-910328-22-4
Publication date: January 2017
Rights available for sale
TPS 250 x 250 mm
Extent 32pp
paperback
£7.99

When I Coloured In The World
This is a story that is told with poetic simplicity, 
offering beautiful images but also raising questions to 
set thoughts going in readers’ imaginations as a child 
uses an eraser and crayons to bring happier colours 
to the world, replacing bad with good.
This book won the Iranian Flying Turtle Medal.

 About the author 
Ahmadreza Ahmadi is one of the greatest Iranian 
contemporary poets, and his storytelling style reflects 
that. He has written numerous children’s stories, 
some of which have won major literary awards in 
Iran.
In 2010 Ahmadreza Ahmadi was among the 5 short-
listed nominees for Hans Christian Andersen Award.

New paperback edition New paperback edition

Best Books 
of 2015, The 
Guardian
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Also by this author
ISBN: 978-1-910328-07-1

Also by this author
ISBN: 978-1-910328-13-2

Also by this illustrator
ISBN: 978-1-910328-14-9

Also by this illustrator
ISBN: 978-1-910328-11-8

Alive Again  
ISBN: 978-1-910328-24-8
Publication Date: April 2017
Rights available for sale
TPS 250 x 250 mm
Extent 24pp
paperback
£7.99

hardback
ISBN: 978-1-910328-05-7
£11.99

‘A wonderful book for primary teachers looking 
to further children’s spiritual and imaginative 
development.’
Red Reading Hub

‘Another excellent title highlighting Iranian 
authors and illustrators from Tiny Owl Publishing.’
Outside in World

‘Not just joyful exploration of language, but 
would also provide the basis for imaginative work 
and discussion.’
IBBY Link

hardback
ISBN: 978-1-910328-03-3
£11.99

‘Exquisite, jewel-like illustrations grace every page of 
this thought-provoking retelling of the ancient fable 
from the pen of 13th C poet/philosopher Rumi.’
Red Reading Hub

‘A beautiful book.’
Carousel

‘This attractive story is brought very much into today not 
only by making the central character a woman, but through 
the illustrations that both enchant and challenge.’
Ferelith Hordon

The Parrot and The Merchant  
ISBN: 978-1-910328-25-5
Publication Date: April 2017
Rights available for sale
TPS 250 x 250 MM
ExTENT 24PP
paperback
£7.99

Based on a fable 
by Rumi

Author 
shortlisted 

for the Hans 
Christian 
Andersen 

Award

The Parrot and The Merchant
The Parrot And The Merchant is a Timeless story; 
written in the thirteenth century and yet accessible for 
modern readers. The illustrations are a sophisticated 
mix of beautiful birds and fabrics with interestingly 
strange, almost sinister, human characters.

Rumi was a thirteenth century poet, philosopher and 
mystic whose works have been studied for centuries, 
and still speak to us today. Some of his songs have 
been put to music by contemporary Western artists, 
and now this book brings a wise story about true love 
into the English language in book form. 
Award-winning illustrator, Marjan Vafaian, has 
brought a modern twist to this ancient fable, casting 
a woman as the Merchant. 

Alive Again
When things that a boy loves disappear from his life, he 
wonders whether they are gone forever. Will blossom 
and rain ever come back?This reassuring story moves 
from feelings of loss to a new confidence that comes 
with knowledge. This is a simple story that poses deep 
questions about loss and rebirth.

 About the author 
Ahmadreza Ahmadi is an Iranian poet and children’s 
story writer. 
In 2010 he was shortlisted for the ‘Hans Christian 
Andersen’ Award. Ahmadreza Ahmadi’s writing style 
lies somewhere between poetry and fictional narrative.
Its profound simplicity speaks to both adults and 
children.

New paperback edition New paperback edition
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The Orange House
ISBN: 978-1-910328-11-8
Rights available for sale
TPS 250 x 250 mm
Extent 24pp
hardback
£12.99

The Boy Who Cried Wolf
ISBN: 978-1-910328-04-0
PRINT DATE: March 2015
Rights sold: French, Complex Chinese
TPS 250 x 250 MM
ExTENT 24PP
hardback
£11.99

‘This is an unusual visual slant – literally – on a well-
known Aesop’s fable.’
Books for Keeps

‘An old, old story here brought right up to date with 
Tazhibi’s vibrant modern illustrations that drive the 
story on from the opening end pages with their fluffy 
sheep, to the final cover as a very satisfied wolf slinks 
off.’ 
IBBY Link

‘This is artistic anthropology at its best, and is what 
makes an otherwise very simple story into a winning 
children’s picture book.’
Today’s Zaman

‘Beautifully illustrated in striking colours, the scenes 
depict a culture virtually unknown to most Western 
readers and listeners. A fascinating and enriching book 
for primary audiences (and adults interested in ‘artistic 
anthropology’).’ 
Jill Bennett

‘The illustrations have a pleasing simplicity, using vivid 
blocks of colour and strong shapes in a story that itself 
attests to the miraculous power of art.’
Willesden Bookshop

‘There is a movement of Iranian children’s-book artists 
that is among the field’s most lush and accomplished.’ 
Book Riot

Tahmineh’s Beautiful Bird 
ISBN: 978-1-910328-06-4
Rights available for sale
TPS 250 x 250 mm
Extent 24pp
hardback
£11.99

‘Particularly appealing to a young audience and a 
great stimulus for art and geography lessons.’ 
Outside in World

‘This is a powerful fable of our time, when 
thoughtless, money-grabbing developers are often 
too ready to knock down buildings and destroy open 
spaces in the name of progress.’
Red Reading Hub

‘A very thoughtful story, with a strong environmental 
message touchingly conveyed.’
Parents in Touch

‘You can›t say you›ll often encounter a story where the main 
character is a lovely old building - this book is beautifully 
presented with simple illustrations and a heartwarming tale 
of friendship and looking after each other.’ 
Read it Daddy

‘A gentle way to talk to young children about 
friendships and protecting those we care about.’
Let Them Be Small

‘A fable about change, remembering one’s cultural 
heritage and taking care of the environment.’
School Zone

‘The story is all about relationships and isolation and will 
help children to find new ways to make friends.’
Dolphin Books

Also by this illustrator
ISBN: 978-1-910328-05-7

Backlist titles
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Will and Nill are very hungry cats. Nill dozes, dreaming 
about food, while his friend Will goes off to play hide 
and seek with his new friend, the sparrow. If he stays 
with Nill, his stomach will rumble and grumble with 
hunger. If he plays, he will forget.
As Nill continues to sleep, still hungry, Will finds some 
very smelly treasure. 

'Tiny Owl publish both beautiful and important books.'

'Thank you, Tiny Owl. This is how to improve the 
world, to help dispel clouds of confusion and 

misunderstanding, and to bring us closer together, 
story by story, image by image, child by child.'

Will & Nill
ISBN: 978-1-910328-15-6
Rights available for sale
TPS 250 x 250 mm
Extent 24pp
hardback
£12.99

The Snowman and the Sun
ISBN: 978-1-910328-10-1
Rights available for sale
TPS 250 x 250 mm
Extent 24pp
paperback
£7.99

‘This is a charming story, delightfully 
illustrated.’
Parents In Touch

‘The Snowman and the Sun is a simple story 
with profound depth.’
Armadillo

‘One for the scientists and the existentialists!‘
Family reviews, the Guardian

‘A book about friendships and relationships, 
and how change and the thrill of new 
experiences can coexist with a sense of 
security, continuity and comfort.’
IBBY Link

Author 
nominated 

for the Hans 
Christian 

Andersen Award

The Jackal Who Thought He 
Was a Peacock
ISBN: 978-1-910328-13-2
Rights sold: German, French
TPS 250 x 250 mm
Extent 24pp
hardback
£12.99

Based on a fable 
by Rumi

Also by this author
ISBN: 978-1-910328-03-3

‘Simple story, but one that gets you 
thinking, and the stylish illustrations are a 
delight.’ 
Parents in Touch

‘A lovely cautionary tale about the nature of 
cats which can easily be likened to human 
behaviour.’
Armadillo

‘Fab feline friendships and cat antics in 
this gorgeously attractive and fabulously 
original story.’
Read it Daddy

‘Isn’t it marvellous that our children are being 
introduced to rumi in such a natural and 
elegant manner?’
David Almond, The Guardian

‘Beautifully drawn illustrations with soft delicate 
colouring are a sheer delight.’
Parents in Touch

‘A really good version of a traditional folk tale brought 
to life. A truly magical little book!’
Read it Daddy

‘Coming to terms with and accepting one’s own 
identity is at the heart of this striking reworking of a 
Rumi fable.’
Jill Bennett

‘A Handsome version of a fable by 13th century 
Persian mystic and poet Rumi’
School librarian 

‘Picture books such as this title are a welcome 
antidote, creating a sense of danger, of new 
possibilities, a challenge. Definitely one that should be 
in every library.’
Ferelith Hordon

‘The illustrations from Firoozeh Golmohammadi are 
very exciting and exotic and really engage with the 
text.’
Dolphin Books

A Rainbow in My Pocket
ISBN: 978-1-910328-12-5
Rights available for sale
TPS 250 x 250 mm
Extent 24pp
hardback
£12.99

‘a joyous and whimsical poem by Iranian poet Ali 
Seidabadi whose narrative voice here beautifully 
captures the curiosity of a child, taking pleasure 
in life through the close observation of things that 
can easily be taken for granted.’
Mirrors, Windows and Doors

‘Delicate illustrations and captivating text work 
well together to make the reader think.‘
Parents in Touch

‘An unusual book which will generate a lot of 
discussion and hopefully encourage creativity and 
a desire in children to go and create their own 
rainbows in their pockets.’
Armadillo 

‘A book for small group discussion or personal 
contemplation.’ 
Jill Bennett
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